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The HES-SO, a vast reservoir of competencies, ideas, innovation,
creativity and knowledge is taking a leading role in the socio-economic
development of the country and is proudly contributing to the growth
of Western Switzerland. The school constitutes the largest network of
tertiary education in Switzerland and currently has approximately more
than 20’000 students enrolled in its various programs – 6’500 in
Business, Management and Services, of which 750 are studying at the
School of Management Fribourg.
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THE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT FRIBOURG
(HEG-FR)
Founded in 1991 as the School of Economics and Administration (ESCEA),
the School of Management Fribourg has developed significantly over
the years. Progress can be seen in the scope of our training programs
(Bachelor degree, Master degree, and executive education). It is also
visible in the growing number of students and staff.
The School of Management Fribourg belongs to a dense network of
universities, private companies, and public administrations in Switzerland and abroad. Profiting from its privileged position at the crossroads
of four nations and its trilingual programs, our school takes part in
significant international projects. Thus, the intercultural and linguistic
skills acquired by our students are firmly anchored in the practical.
The HEG-FR is the hub where students meet with passionate teachers
from Swiss and international universities and profit from the opportunity to pursue their studies in different languages.
The School has been organizing the exchange of professors in the
field of entrepreneurship and SMEs for the last 15 years. Guest professors from internationally renowned partner universities from all over
the world teach classes side-by-side with resident professors and course
instructors. Former students who have established their own successful
companies are closely associated with the program so they can share
their hands-on experience in building their businesses.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL
IMMERSION PROGRAM
AT A GLANCE
PLACE

Fribourg, Switzerland

CREDITS

Up to 30 ECTS

LANGUAGE
English

The Entrepreneurial Immersion Program (EIP) is a semester program
designed for international Undergraduate and Graduate students.
Students will be attached to a partner company where they will learn
about doing business in Switzerland and working on a project based on
the company. During this period, students will also attend classes on
management and marketing to help them understand the projects they
will be working on with the companies.

COURSE

One Semester

PROGRAM

NEXT INTAKE
Spring 2020 - February - June
Fall 2020 - September - January

Module 1
Company Attachment
Company Project

Module 2
Classes in Management
and Marketing

*Modules 1 and 2 will run simultaneously

FEES
The program fee covers the tuition fee for the course (two modules),
organization of company attachments, company visits, cultural and
social events, welcome and farewell dinner.
Enquire at your International Office about our special price and
scholarship possibilities.
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COMPANY ATTACHMENT
The EIP offers a first-hand look at how business is being carried out
in Swiss Start-Ups and SMEs. Students will benefit from a wholly
different work environment than what they are accustomed to back
home, giving them new perspectives and teaching them new skills.
Each student will go through a selection process and interviews to
match them with the best company for their profile and skill set.

ACADEMIC PROGRAM
Along with the practical teachings, students will also learn from
professors who bring with them years of industrial experience and
specialized know-how provide you with the knowledge, tools and
coaching needed to undertake entrepreneurial activities in an
international environment using different management approaches in
Europe.
Available courses include:
- Business of Fashion
- Neuromarketing 1
- Neuromarketing 2
- Distribution of Luxury Goods
- The 4th Industrial Revolution

- Intercultural Management
- Business Intelligence
- Digital Marketing
- Ethics and Enterprise
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ADMISSION & REQUIREMENTS
This program is designed for international undergraduate BOEHSBEVBUF
students with excellent academic achievements. English skills
(advanced level: European levels B2 written/C1 oral / TOEFL 650 /
IELTS 8.0) are essential and other documents are required:
·
·
·
·
·

HEG-FR Application form
Up-to-date CV in English
Letter of motivation
Transcript of the most recent grade average
International Insurance

CREDITS
The modules include contact hours, self-study time, QSPKFDUXPSL 
preparation work company BUUBDINFOUTBOEvisits. &*1 participants
will obtain European Credits for the QSPHSBN The ECTS credits are
awarded BTGPMMPXT
.PEVMF60
P 1FSGPSNBODFJODPNQBOZ
P 3FQPSUTVCNJUUFEGPSDPNQBOZQSPCMFNTUBUFNFOU
.PEVMF
P $MBTTQBSUJDJQBUJPO
(contact hours, company visits, cultural and social activities).
P "UUFOEBODF
P $PVSTFXPSLBOEFYBNT
Participants will receive an official transcript of records TUBUing the
ECTS credits achieved upon successful completion of the program.

VENUE AND FACILITIES
All courses will be held on the Pérolles campus of the School of
Management Fribourg, University of Applied Sciences and Arts Western
Switzerland, in modern and well-equipped rooms. Access to study
areas, free wireless internet as well as campus and computer facilities
will be provided to all participants.
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COMPANY ATTACHMENT
PARTNER COMPANIES:

MODULE 1 - 60%
Students will be assigned to a company for one semester where they
will learn and experience the way of business in a Swiss Start-Up or
SME. During this attachment, students will be tasked with resolving a
problem statement defined by the company and the school. At the end
of the semester, students are required to submit a report detailing their
findings and proposed solution.

OBJECTIVES
To learn and use a systemic model of visionary thinking to design
entrepreneurial activity systems. To provide the knowledge, tools and
conceptual framework needed to undertake entrepreneurial activities in
an international environment.
Identifying business opportunities and establishing the support structure needed to translate their ideas into action. To implement the
knowledge and motivation acquired during the parallel classes, in the
proposal for the hosting companies.

LECTURES RECOMMENDED
The business Model Canvas – Alex Osterwalder
Entrepreneurial Strategy and Innovation – PhD Rico J. Baldegger
Entrepreneurial Thinking – Louis Jacques Filion
The dark side of innovation – PhD Ankush Chopra
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor – GEM 2016-2017
Swiss International Entrepreneurial Survey 2016
Firm Growth and Innovation – PhD Rico J. Baldegger
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COURSE WORK
MODULE 2 - 40%
Students will follow a series of classes to help them understand the
problem statements they are tasked with and how best to appraoch it.
Students are expected to submit all class work and successfully
pass examinations at the end of each course.

“THE PROGRAM IS A
GREAT OPPORTUNITY
FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS TO
EXPERIENCE THE
VIBRANCY OF THE
ENTREPRENEURIAL
CULTURE IN
SWITZERLAND”
Jerald Sze,
SMU - Singapore
Immersion Program 2017

Available courses include:
- Business of Fashion
- Neuromarketing 1
- Neuromarketing 2
- Distribution of Luxury Goods
- The 4th Industrial Revolution

- Intercultural Management
- Business Intelligence
- Digital Marketing
- Ethics and Enterprise

OBJECTIVES
Learn about the latest developments in digital transformation,
digital risk management, statistical analysis, the psychology
behind marketing and more. The classes are chosen to help
students find the best approach for their company projects.
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WHY STUDY IN SWITZERLAND?
Switzerland has achieved top scores in innovation and creativity for
the last eight consecutive years, according to the latest World Economic
Forum Global Competitiveness Report 2017. In fact, it is the overall
innovation leader, outperforming all EU member states. Its growth
performance is also above that of the EU28 and its performance in
terms of its intellectual assets and economic indicators is exceptional.

THE COUNTRY
“In an entrepreneurship,
you get to see the
success of a company
from the start till the
end"
Rebekah Chua,
SMU - Singapore
Immersion Program 2016

Switzerland has a great deal to offer: cultural diversity, multilingualism,
stunning sceneries and, of course, its people. It has four national
languages, (German, French, Italian and Romansch). Switzerland prides
itself on its high standard of publicly funded education. Its economy
is based on a highly qualified labor force performing highly skilled work,
which include micro-technology, hi-tech, biotechnology and pharma
ceuticals as well as banking and insurance. Small and medium-sized
enterprises (representing 98 % of the total) play an extremely important role for the Swiss economy.
The Swiss public transport network is one of the best worldwide
as integrates train, bus and boat travel seamlessly while offering high
levels of comfort.

AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME BY TRAIN TO FRIBOURG
MAIN STATION TO:
Zurich Airport:
Basel Euro Airport:
Geneva Airport:
Bern:
Lausanne:

1:37 h
1:50 h
1:31 h
0:21 h
0:43 h

For more information, www.sbb.ch/en/home.html
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THE CITY
"Switzerland is an
amazing country;
very innovative
with amazing,
friendly people"
Krishna Suardana Swinburne University
(AUS)

The city of Fribourg (in French) and Freiburg (in German) is the bilingual capital of the Swiss Canton of Fribourg and the district of Sarine.
It is located on the banks of the river Sarine/Saane on the Swiss
plateau and is an important economic, administrative, and educational
center on the cultural border between the German- and French-speaking regions of Switzerland.
Fribourg is known for its cultural pluralism, university and gastronomy.
The increasing number of students living in Fribourg has also had
an invigorating effect on what it has to offer culturally and artistically
as well as its nightlife. Fribourg is especially popular with students:
its bilingualism (French and German) present a major plus for students
keen on picking up an additional language.

SCHOOL
OF MANAGEMENT
FRIBOURG
Chemin du Musée 4
CH–1700 Fribourg
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+41 26 429 63 38
+41 26 429 63 44
heg-international@hefr.ch
www.heg-fr.ch
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